Several myths and misstatements about fair use proliferated at the series of roundtables held at the Library of Congress in early March to discuss orphan works and mass digitization. As experts who have studied fair use and counseled practitioners on its proper application, we write to briefly highlight and respond to some of the most alarming misunderstandings about fair use and its application.

**Myth:** Fair use is unpredictable, and people who are not highly risk tolerant need more certainty than fair use currently provides. Representatives of the Copyright Office asked repeatedly whether the flexibility of the four-factor framework is a hindrance to all but the most courageous, risk-tolerant actors,¹ and rights holders claimed there was widespread confusion about what constitutes fair use.²

**Fact:** Fair use has become a stable, predictable, coherent doctrine. The courts are applying a unified view of fair use grounded in the concept of transformativeness,³ first suggested by Judge Leval and endorsed by the Supreme Court in 1994⁴, and for many common categories of use it is possible to make powerful predictions about how

¹ See, e.g., Transcript of March 10 Roundtable (hereinafter Tr. 3/10) at 29 (Ms. Claggett: “Are there differences, either within the library community or outside of the library community, in terms of whether fair use is certain enough to be able to provide the basis to be able to go forward with the type of uses that people want to make?”)
² See, e.g., Transcript of March 10 Roundtable (hereinafter Tr. 3/11) at 64 (Mr. Burgess: “[A]lready there is utter confusion out there in terms of what is fair use and what defines fair use.”)
a court will assess specific examples. There are more and more tools available to users to help them make these determinations, including best practices statements developed by user communities. In reality, more and more people and institutions are relying on fair use on a daily basis, and only the myth of an arbitrary and capricious fair use doctrine is preventing others from joining them.

**Myth: Courts' solicitude of mass digitization is warping the fair use doctrine.** June Besek of Columbia's Kernochan Center has argued in several fora that the fair use doctrine is ‘incredibly expanding’ due in part to judges' unwillingness to bar socially useful mass digitization projects such as the HathiTrust, and she repeated that claim at the roundtable. She advocated in the Roundtable for a specific legislative exception, narrowly tailored to account for a list of specific policy concerns, that would channel mass digitization away from fair use and allow the doctrine to shrink to a more “reasonable” size.

**Fact: Mass digitization is not really new to the courts, and it benefits from well-established fair use jurisprudence.** The decisions applying fair use to mass digitization of books, *Authors Guild v. Google* and *Authors Guild v. HathiTrust*, are of extremely recent vintage, too recent to have exerted any real influence on doctrine in other cases. However, the fair use jurisprudence that informed the outcomes of both cases has been growing and entrenching itself in the courts in cases involving a wide variety of uses, some of which can be fairly described as “massive” in scale, others not. Channeling “mass

---


7 Tr. 3/11 at 142 (Ms. Besek: “Section 107 is too vague to really address these issues. And addressing them through 107 is distorting the law.”).

8 See, e.g., Perfect 10, Inc. v. Amazon.com, Inc., 508 F.3d 1146, 1168 (9th Cir. 2007); Kelly v. Arriba Soft Corp., 336 F.3d 811 (9th Cir. 2003); Bill Graham Archives v. Dorling-Kindersley Ltd.,
digitization” into a special exception will thus have little effect on the fair use doctrine's overall development, though it would very likely slow the progress of socially beneficial digitization projects themselves.

**Myth:** Fair use case law has developed in a disturbing new direction in certain courts, or in recent years. A more generalized version of the previous myth is the claim, repeated several times during the roundtables, that mass digitization is taking advantage of an already-distorted, aberrant strain of fair use jurisprudence.\(^9\) Critics insist on distinctions between judicial circuits, or between transformative “purpose” and transformative “content,” or between reasonable cases decided in an unspecified bygone age and unreasonable ones decided since.

**Fact:** Fair use as applied by courts has evolved into a clear, coherent, unified doctrine. Recent scholarship has demonstrated that over nearly 20 years courts have moved decisively away from a series of confusing and contradictory rules of thumb focused on market harm and toward an emphasis on transformative purpose under the first factor.\(^{10}\) This trend embraces both the technology cases from the Ninth Circuit\(^{11}\) and the publishing and fine art cases from the Second Circuit.\(^{12}\) It is impossible to isolate an ‘aberrant strain’ of fair use thinking without rewinding fair use case law into the 1980s, before the Supreme Court's foundational opinion in *Campbell v. Acuff-Rose*. Today, as Peter Jaszi

---

\(^9\) See, e.g., Tr. 3/10 at 31 (Mr. Holland: “many of us who represent creators believe that fair use may have gone too far in the last couple of years”); *id.* at 35 (Mr. Rosenthal: “[W]e are changing fundamentally the contours of fair use.”); *id.* at 253-54 (Mr. Osterreicher: “[C]opyright seems to be becoming the exception to fair use.”).

\(^{10}\) Netanel, *Making Sense of Fair Use*, supra n. 2.

\(^{11}\) See *Perfect 10; Arribasoft.*

\(^{12}\) See, e.g., *Cariou v. Prince*, 714 F. 3d 694 (2nd Cir 2013); *Bill Graham Archives.*
testified before the House Judiciary Committee earlier this year, “fair use is working.”¹³

Myth: The Google and HathiTrust decisions are unusual in giving substantial weight to the public interest as part of the fair use calculus. Several representatives at the roundtables expressed surprise and outrage that Judge Chin and Judge Baer had both been moved by the public's interest in the services provided by Google and HathiTrust.¹⁴ One participant even suggested that she had read a great deal of fair use case law in the wake of the Google Books case and she had not seen any mention of the public interest.¹⁵

Fact: Fair use jurisprudence has always included consideration of the public interest. Professor Alan Latman's 1958 Fair Use Study¹⁶ explains that among the theoretical bases of the fair use doctrine is the principle that “as a condition of obtaining the statutory grant, the author is deemed to consent to certain reasonable uses of his copyrighted work to promote the ends of public welfare for which he was granted copyright.”¹⁷ The courts have consistently invoked the public interest in applying Section 107.¹⁸ In the Second

¹⁴ See, e.g., Tr. 3/10 at 35 (Mr. Rosenthal: “[T]he idea that we are changing fundamentally the contours of fair use and a new public interest test is being introduced has really activated a lot of folks to look at maybe we have gone too far in a fair use context in the courts.”)
¹⁵ See, e.g., Tr. 3/11 at 343 (Ms. Shaftel: “[I]t seems to me that up until just recently, some cases in the last couple of years, public interest and public benefit was not a consideration for allowance under fair use.”)
¹⁷ Id. at 7.
Circuit, where both *HathiTrust* and *Google* were decided, the Court of Appeals has declared that “The ultimate test of fair use . . . is whether the copyright law’s goal of promoting the Progress of Science and useful Arts would be better served by allowing the use than by preventing it.”

**Myth: Fair use cannot apply to "massive" uses because users must evaluate use of each work on a "case by case" basis.** Citing the courts' frequent admonition that the flexible, four factor framework should be applied on a ‘case by case’ basis, some participants suggested that it is impossible for a user, and by extension, for a court to find that the use of many thousands or millions of works is fair without embarking upon many thousands or millions of individual fair use evaluations, rendering mass digitization de facto beyond the reach of a fair use analysis.

**Fact: Courts and ordinary people can, and do, generalize about classes of uses where the four factor analysis will apply in the same way.** Judges, for example, have done so in the *Sony v. Universal* case (consumer time-shifting of broadcast programming), in *iParadigms* (copying of thousands of student works in many genres to detect plagiarism), in *Perfect 10 v. Amazon* (copying and display of web content for a search engine), and in *Arribasoft* (same). From academic libraries to *The Daily Show* to ordinary DVR users, a wide variety of people and institutions exercise their fair use rights regularly across hundreds of thousands of cases without resort to an elaborate use-by-use four factor determination. Instead, these practitioners reasonably (finding "a public interest in having the fullest information available on the murder of President Kennedy").

---

19 Castle Rock Entm’t, Inc. v. Carol Publ’g Group, 150 F.3d 132, 141 (2d Cir. 1998) (internal citations and quotation marks omitted).
20 See, e.g., Tr. 3/11 at 104 (Ms. Constantine: “And [Google] decided to just take trucks, dump everything in a back of a truck, whether it be public domain, whether it be in copyright, out of copyright, in print, out of print, they didn't check whether it was disintegrating or whether there was any problem in preservation and they just copied 20 million books, in violation of copy-right.”)
rely on the belief that certain kinds of uses—time-shifting, parody, commentary, preservation—are fair across broad swaths of essentially similar use scenarios.

**Myth: Specific exceptions like Section 108 occupy the field for covered communities, preempts fair use.** Not surprisingly, the Authors Guild was the source of this claim, which it has pressed in its lawsuit against the HathiTrust and its member libraries. Guild General Counsel Jan Constantine said that libraries who relied on fair use to conduct their digitization projects were "violating Section 108."²¹

**Fact: Fair use can and often does supplement the specific exceptions in order to provide favored users with flexibility to engage in protected activities.** Section 108 itself contains an express savings clause at 108(f)(4) that reserves the general right of fair use to libraries notwithstanding the specific rights granted in Section 108. There could not be a clearer expression of congressional intent on this issue. In addition, the House Report on the 1976 Copyright Act describes preservation of movies stored on fragile nitrate film stock as an example of a use ‘beyond 108’ that would “certainly be fair use.”²² Jonathan Band has explained at length why Section 107 can act as a supplement to Section 108,²³ and the argument that Section 108 occupies the field has been decisively rejected in litigation.²⁴

---

²¹ See Tr. 3/11 at 104 (Ms. Constantine: “This is a violation of Section 108 and it is a violation of copyright law.”); Tr. 3/11 at 106 (Ms. Constantine: "Section 108 says what a library can do vis-à-vis making a digital copy out of a print copy.")
²² H.R. Rep. No. 94-1476 at 73.
²⁴ HathiTrust, 902 F. Supp. 2d at 457 (“[F]air use is available as a defense for the Defendants, and nothing Plaintiffs submitted convinces me that fair use is unavailable as a defense, or that the manner of reproduction is prohibited simply because it does not fall within Section 108.”)
Myth: When fair use is applied in the same areas as existing narrow exemptions, those exemptions become useless and meaningless. Section 108, for example, was said to lose its reason for being if fair use can be invoked as a justification for library preservation.25

Fact: Specific exceptions describe safe harbors where Congress favors use without regard to the four factors. While fair use's “uncertainty” is often exaggerated, there is still real value in establishing that certain uses are categorically favored and authorized without regard to the fair use balancing test.26 These safe harbors can also help to guide courts in applying the fair use doctrine, because they give courts information about which uses are seen as favoring the public interest.27

Myth: Best practices in fair use developed by practice communities are less legitimate and useful than guidelines negotiated with rights holder representatives. Throughout the meeting representatives from the Copyright Office raised the question whether the fair use best practices documents developed by a growing list of user communities28 were somehow deficient for failure to include rights holder representatives in their development.29 Several rights

---

25 See, e.g., Tr. 3/10 at 39 (Ms. Besek: “I think essentially fair use has made some provisions simply meaningless, written them out of the statute.”)
27 See Band, supra n. 22.
29 See, e.g., Tr. 3/10 at 21 (Ms. Clagett: “Some content owners have expressed concern about those best practices because they haven’t involved the perspectives of the people most likely to sue. So I did want to get a response maybe from some of the content owners on that side.”
holder groups answered in the affirmative.\textsuperscript{30} Both question and answer misunderstand the nature of the best practices project.\textsuperscript{31}

\textbf{Fact: Fair use is a user’s right, and user communities need not apologize for deliberating together about their rights.} On the contrary, it is absolutely essential for communities with shared missions and shared values to deliberate together about how the law affects their work and the ways they feel comfortable deploying their rights to achieve legitimate and socially beneficial shared goals. This is true for journalists who have shared views about the First Amendment, it is true for labor unions who have shared views about wage and hour laws, and it is true for user communities who are developing shared views about fair use. No one accuses journalists of being one-sided when they establish their own views about the legality of publishing allegedly secret government information, without first consulting the government. By definition this intra-community deliberative project differs fundamentally from the process of negotiating among groups with adverse interests. At the same time, because the best practices and the rationales that undergird them are declared publicly, they serve as invitations to dialogue with effected rights holders, who have not been hesitant to declare (and act upon) their own views about fair use.

\textbf{Myth: Fair use may give substantial comfort to educational and non-profit users, but it is of little use to commercial actors.} Representatives of the Copyright Office raised concerns that, although the library community seems increasingly disinterested in orphan

\textsuperscript{30} See, \textit{e.g.}, Tr. 3/10 at 65-66 (Mr. Adler: “I worry about best practices.... Most of the best practices we hear about from the library community haven’t involved any discussion with copyright owner stakeholders.”); \textit{id.} at 86-87 (Mr. Rosenthal: “And while I am one who is very critical of [best practices], I think if this is all going to work here the idea of creating best practices in a way where all the stakeholders are in a room possibly facilitated by the Copyright Office to come up with the right questions and the right guidance.”).

\textsuperscript{31} See Patricia Aufderheide and Peter Jaszi, \textit{RECLAIMING FAIR USE: HOW TO PUT BALANCE BACK IN COPYRIGHT} (2011).
works legislation for its purposes, commercial actors might be differently situated, perhaps because they could not rely on fair use.\textsuperscript{32} Some rights holder representatives suggested that the presence of a commercial entity tainted fair use arguments in cases like the Google Books case.\textsuperscript{33}

\textbf{Fact: The vast majority of cases where judges have found fair use have involved commercial users or uses.} Since \textit{Campbell}, in which the Supreme Court held that commercial uses should not be presumed to harm the market for an underlying work, courts have repeatedly blessed commercial uses as fair when the purpose is appropriately transformative and the relevant market, therefore, is not a market the plaintiff has the right to control.\textsuperscript{34} To be sure, the law rightly provides special protections for non-commercial educational users, and especially for state institutions, that cannot be claimed by private actors. But fair use is certainly available to commercial users, at least for uses where there is a plausible claim of transformativeness.

\textbf{Myth: It is impossible to “export fair use” to countries who do not currently have a fair use regime.} Citing the need for relative harmony with our treaty and trading partners, several commentators

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{32} See, \textit{e.g.}, Tr. 3/10 at 21 (Ms. Claggett: “[I wonder] whether there’s a belief, generally, that all the types of uses that people would want to do would be covered under fair use, including both non-commercial and commercial uses.”).
\item \textsuperscript{33} See, \textit{e.g.}, Tr. 3/10 at 31 (Mr. Holland: “What we saw in 2006 and 2008 was the excuse of orphan works used to go far past orphan works uses into commercializing the uses of artists who are working and trying to manage their copyrights.”).
\item \textsuperscript{34} See, \textit{e.g.}, \textit{Av ex rel. Vanderhye} (fair use for commercial plagiarism detection software to ingest student papers as part of its detection engine), \textit{Perfect 10} (fair use for a commercial search engine to copy images in search results), \textit{Bill Graham Archives} (fair use for commercial publisher to reproduce concert posters in coffee table book), \textit{Cariou} (fair use for commercial fine artist to appropriate fine art photographer’s images for his own paintings), SOFA Entertainment, Inc. v. Dodger Productions, 709 F. 3d 1273 (9th Cir. 2013) (fair use for commercial musical to play excerpt from Ed Sullivan show in recreation of television performance), Brownmark Films, LLC v. Comedy Partners, 682 F. 3d 687 (7th Cir. 2012) (fair use for commercial television show \textit{South Park} to parody music video), Faulkner Literary Rights LLC v. Sony Pictures Classics, Inc., 953 F. Supp. 2d 701 (D.N.D. 2013) (commercial film’s use of quotation from Faulkner was fair use).
\end{itemize}
said a narrow special exception should be preferred over fair use as an answer to the orphan works problem. It would be better to “import” the approaches being tried in Europe (extended collective licensing, for example) than to “export” fair use.35

Fact: Foreign jurisdictions are perfectly capable of adopting and applying flexible exceptions like fair use. Some countries already have expanded their flexible exceptions,36 and others are considering joining them.37 While they are of course not bound by US case law, foreign judges could use the rich material in US fair use case law as a basis for developing their own law. Scholars have developed a model flexible exception for adoption in non-US jurisdictions.38 In Australia, a copyright review process has resulted in the recommendation that an open-ended fair use provision be adopted, in part to encourage the development of a technology sector that could rival America’s thriving fair use-based economy.39

Myth: If there were a new narrow exception for orphan works or mass digitization, a fair use savings clause would be necessary and sufficient to protect fair use from any implied derogation of its scope. Some of the very same commentators who worried that fair use had “gone too far” were quick to reassure fair use allies that a

---

35 See, e.g., Tr. 3/10 at 77 (Ms. Besek: “I don’t think trying to export fair use is the way to do that [influence other countries’ approaches to orphan works] with any certainty.”).
savings clause could be added to any new exception to ensure the doctrine is not adversely affected.  

**Fact: Fair use is a First Amendment doctrine.** The Supreme Court has twice held that fair use is a built-in First Amendment safeguard in the copyright law, without which government grants of copyright privilege would be inconsistent with the public’s right of free expression. Courts should read statutes as preserving rather than constricting fair use rights, even in the absence of an express savings clause. At the same time, fair use can be shrunk in practice by offering apparent certainty in exchange for more conservative practice. This is why one commentator suggested that a specific exception for mass digitization would halt the “incredibly expanding” trend in fair use, by channeling mass digitization into a more conservative safe harbor. A savings clause would not necessarily forestall this channeling effect.

**Myth: Fair use doesn’t adequately provide for “security” of digital files created in digitization projects.** Some panelists argued that concerns about security, primarily online ‘hacking’ and downstream sharing of digital files, provide an important reason to carefully limit digitization projects with a narrow exception rather than flexible fair use. This view treats a work’s analog nature as a kind of technical protection measure, and digitization as a form of circumvention that should be per se infringement, regardless of the purpose or legitimacy of the use.

---

40 See, e.g., Tr. 3/10 at 86 (Mr. Rosenthal: “First of all, on a savings clause, if Google is overturned, I’m all for it.”).
43 See, e.g., Tr. 3/11 at 123 (Ms. Besek: “If you are going to do this, you ought to be able to secure the materials that you have. And if you can’t, then you ought not be able to do it.”); id. at 128 (Ms Constantine: “I mean security, June brought that up, that is such a critical piece of this.”); id. at 143 (Ms. Besek: “[T]he fact that they have to employ a security apparatus is what is missing in Section 107.”).
Fact: Courts can and do consider reasonable security as part of the fair use determination. Judge Chin and Judge Baer both weighed the Authors Guild’s arguments about security as part of their four factor analysis, but there turned out to be no evidence of security risk in those cases.44 A court could easily find differently were a plaintiff to show that lax security measures belied a defendant’s allegedly transformative purpose, for example. Security could also be considered under the third factor, the amount of the underlying work used, as sufficiently lax security arguably “exposes” (and hence “uses”) the work in ways not appropriate to the described purpose. The fourth factor may be the best place to consider this issue, as lax security may increase the risk of a harmful effect on the market for the work. And, as Jonathan Band noted at the roundtables, courts are not limited to the four statutory factors; they can consider security on its own as a factor.45

Conclusion

While the precise metes and bounds of the fair use doctrine as applied to orphan works and mass digitization can and should be the subject of reasoned debate (and judicial deliberation over time), that debate must proceed on the basis of a shared understanding of the basic facts about the doctrine. We hope that by countering myth with fact we have helped to lay a reasonable foundation for discussion.

Signed,

Brandon Butler

Michael Carroll

44 See Authors Guild, Inc. v. HathiTrust, 902 F.Supp.2d 445, 463 (S.D.N.Y. 2012) (“[T]he expert economist that Plaintiffs rely on in support of this argument admitted that he was unfamiliar with the security procedures in place at the Universities…. Plaintiffs’ unsupported argument fails to demonstrate a meaningful likelihood of future harm.”).

45 Tr. 3/11 at 141.
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